Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) learn filters in order to capture local correlation patterns in feature space. In contrast, in this paper we propose harmonic blocks that produce features by learning optimal combinations of spectral filters defined by the Discrete Cosine Transform. The harmonic blocks are used to replace conventional convolutional layers to construct partial or fully harmonic CNNs. We extensively validate our approach and show that the introduction of harmonic blocks into state-of-the-art CNN baseline architectures results in comparable or better performance in classification tasks on small NORB, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets.
Introduction
CNNs have been designed to take advantage of implicit characteristics of natural images, concretely correlation in local neighborhood and feature equivariance. The wide application of features obtained by convolving images with explicitly defined local filters highlights the shift towards local learning from the extraction of global information.
Wavelets -one of the popular feature extractors, evaluate correlation of the input signal with localized waveforms. The signal is decomposed into its frequency spectrum to facilitate further analysis. The scattering network proposed in [3] uses multiple layers of wavelet filters to model geometrical visual information. It has been shown that the scattering network built on complex-valued Morlet wavelets could achieve state of the art results in handwritten digit recognition and texture classification. The scattering network with its filters designed to extract translation and rotation invariant representations was shown to achieve comparable classification accuracy to unsupervised CNNs [24] .
The Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is used in JPEG encoding to transform image blocks into their corresponding spectral representations in order to capture the most information with a small number of coefficients. Motivated by frequency separation and energy compaction properties of DCT, we propose a network that learns features by combining responses of window-based DCT with a small receptive field. The key difference between the scattering network and our method is that the former creates a new path for each wavelet filter used at every layer, which consequently increases the number of paths exponentially with the increase of the network's depth. The features along each path are computed independently and are considered jointly only at the classifier level. Our method, referred to as harmonic network, learns how to combine spectral coefficients at every layer to produce fixed size representation defined as a weighted sum of responses to DCT filters.
The paper is organized as follows. We review first the related works in Sec. 2, and define the DCT used to construct harmonic networks in Sec. 3. Our approach is presented in Sec. 4 and assessed experimentally on image classification task on several popular image datasets in Sec. 5.
State-of-the-art

DCT & CNNs
Several works consider combining spectral information with CNNs. CNNs trained on DCT coefficients are frequently used in forensics, specially for detection of multiply compressed images. A common practice in several works [34, 1, 2] is to classify histograms of pre-selected DCT coefficients by 1-dimensional convolutional network. In another work [19] a multi-branch 2-dimensional CNN is trained on feature maps spanned by the first 20 AC coefficients (corresponding to non-zero frequencies in DCT) extracted from JPEG images.
A number of studies have investigated the use of spectral image representations for object recognition. DCT on small resolution images coupled with coefficient truncation was used to speed up training of shallow fully connected neural networks [9] and fully connected sparse autoencoders [41] . DCT features from the entire image were used to train Radial Basis Function Network for face recognition [8] . A significant convergence speedup and casespecific accuracy improvement have been achieved by applying DCT transform to early stage learned feature maps in shallow CNNs [11] whereas the later stage convolutional filters were operating on a sparse feature spectral representation. Compressed images generated by convolutional autoencoder have been shown to reduce computational complexity when used for large scale image classification [32] . In [33, 12] it was demonstrated how precomputed or JPEGextracted DCT coefficients can be efficiently used to train classification CNNs.
Wavelets & CNNs
The scattering network [22, 31] based on 2 layers of rotation and scale invariant wavelet transforms was used as an initial transform of the image data prior to CNN training, which led to comparable classification accuracy with deeper models having similar number of parameters. Recent studies show that even the first-order scattering coefficients are sufficient to reduce the input representation and preserve discriminative information for training CNNs for various tasks [23] . Williams et al. [36] have advocated image preprocessing with wavelet transform, but used different CNN for each frequency subband. Wavelet filters were also used as a preprocessing method prior to NN-based classifier [28] , and to enhance edge information in images prior to classification [29] .
Other works have used wavelets in CNN computational graphs. Second order coefficients from Fast Wavelet Transform were used in [37] to design wavelet pooling operator. Similar approach was taken by Ripperl et al. who designed spectral pooling [27] based on Fast Fourier Transform of the features and high-frequency coefficient truncation. They also proposed to parametrize filters in Fourier domain to decrease their redundancy and speed up the convergence. In both works, the pooled features were recovered with Inverse Fast Wavelet or Discrete Transform respectively, thus the CNN still operates in spatial domain. To address texture classification, Fujieda et al. [10] proposed a Wavelet Convolutional Network that is trained on responses of Haar wavelets and concatenates higher order coefficient maps along with features of the same dimensionality learned from lower-order coefficients. Similar approach is taken by Lu et al. [20] that learns from both spatial and spectral information that is decomposed from first layer features. The higher-order coefficients are also concatenated along with the lower dimensional feature maps. However, contrary to our method, Wavelet CNNs decompose only the input features and not features learned at intermediate stages. Moreover, the maximum number of decompositions performed was limited to the number of spatial resolutions of CNN feature maps. Worrall et al. incorporated complex circular harmonics into CNNs to learn rotation equivariant representations [38] . Similarly to our harmonic block, the structured receptive field block [15] learns new filters by combining fixed filter set, but uses considerably larger set of Gaussian derivative basis.
The Fisher vectors (FV) is one of the standard pre-CNN feature extraction techniques for image recognition and retrieval which is often used in combination with linear classifiers such as linear SVM. Representations produced by the Deep Fisher network and a CNN were shown to be complementary [30] , and a simple multiplication of their posteriors was shown to significantly improve performance of each method. Combining FV that encodes SIFT local image descriptors with nonlinear fully-connected network was demonstrated to surpass performance of classical FV-based pipelines [25] .
Compressing DNNs
Numerous works have focused on compressing the size of neural networks and decreasing the inference and training time. Speedup and memory saving for inference can be achieved by approximating the trained full-rank CNN filters by separable rank-1 filters [16] . Alternatively, replacing expensive convolution operation in spatial domain by multiplication of transformed weights and filters in Fourier domain has been shown to speed up training even for small filters [21] . Hashed Network (HashNet) architecture [4] is designed by exploiting redundancy of the network's weights by randomly grouping weights into hash buckets, in which all the weights share the same parameter value. Assuming the learned filters are typically smooth, an extension called Frequency-Sensitive Hashed Network (FreshNet) [5] groups weights based on their DCT representation.
A different idea to compress a CNN was employed by Wang et al. [35] where model weights after DCT transform are clustered and represented via shared cluster centers and particular weight residuals. Weights in this form were quantized and transformed via Huffman coding for storage purposes. Convolution was performed in the frequency domain to reduce the computational complexity. Slightly different pipeline [13] compresses the trained network by pruning small parameters, then clustering and quantizing all the weights. Pruned and quantized model weights were finetuned and then transformed by Huffman coding. It has been shown [17] that a model complexity can be adjusted during the training time: increased via introduction of new filters by rotating and applying noise to existing ones, and reduced by clustering to selectively decrease their redundancy. A different approach [7] for model compression preserves only a subset of model's parameters and predicts those that are missing.
Discrete Cosine Transform
DCT is an orthogonal transformation method that decomposes an image to its spatial frequency spectrum. In continuous form, an image is projected to a sum of sinusoids with different frequencies. The contribution of each sinusoid towards the whole signal is determined by its coefficient calculated during the transformation.
It is a separable transform and due to its energy compaction properties it is commonly used for image and video compression in widely used JPEG and MPEG formats. DCT is one of the transformation methods with the best energy compaction properties on natural images [39] . Karhunen-Loève transform is considered to be optimal in signal decorrelation, however it transforms signal via unique basis functions that are not separable and need to be estimated for every image.
The literature provides different definitions of DCT. The most common DCT-II is computed on a 2-dimensional grid X of size A × B representing the image patch with 1 pixel discretization step as
which results in coefficient Y u,v representing overlap of input with sinusoids at frequency u and v in particular directions. Basis functions are often normalized by scaling factors α 0 = 1 and α u = 2, u > 0 to ensure orthogonality.
Harmonic Networks
A convolutional layer extracts correlation of input patterns with learned filters with local receptive fields. The idea of convolutions applied to images stems from the observation that pixels in local neighborhoods of natural images tend to be strongly correlated. In many image analysis applications, transformation methods are used to decorrelate signals forming an image. In contrast with spatial convolution with learned kernels, this study proposes feature learning by weighted combinations of predefined filter responses. These predefined filters extract harmonics from lower-level features in a local region.
We propose a network that consists of several harmonic blocks and optionally layers performing learned spatial convolution or fully-connected layers. A harmonic block processes data in 2 stages. In the first stage, the input features undergo harmonic decomposition by a transformation method. In this study we use window-based DCT, but can be replaced by other transformations, e.g. wavelets. In the second stage, transformed signals are combined by learned weights.
Harmonic Block Design
The harmonic block receives a set of 2-dimensional features X as input. Note that the method is not restricted to this dimensionality, extension to data with different number of dimensions such as 1-dimensional sequences or 3-dimensional volumetric or spatio-temporal inputs is straightforward. The block employs a transformation method to extract pixel neighborhood information from feature maps in terms of spatial frequency spectrum.
Spectral decomposition of input features into block-DCT representation is implemented as a convolution with DCT basis functions. A 2D kernel with size K ×K is constructed for each basis function, comprising a filter bank of depth K 2 , which is separately applied to each feature in the input. Convolution with the filter bank isolates coefficients of DCT basis functions to their exclusive feature maps, creating a new feature map per each channel and each frequency considered. The number of operations required to calculate this representation can be minimized by decomposing 2D DCT filter into two rank-1 filters and applying them as separable convolution to rows and columns sequentially. Despite the operation being computationally cheaper compared to dense convolutions, the spectral decomposition upsamples the number of intermediate features by K 2 factor, thus notably increasing the corresponding memory requirements.
The spectral representation of features is similar to a block-DCT representation of a JPEG image with a few notable differences. Blocks of an image or a feature transformed by DCT bases can overlap and the spectrum coefficients are mapped to the depth dimension, unlike mixing spatial and frequency information in JPEG. The depth dimension represents a set of feature maps composed of DCT coefficients, each corresponding to a particular DCT basis function. DCT feature maps of different input features are simply concatenated to build the spectral representation of the whole feature set. Each feature map h l at depth l is computed as a weighted linear combination of DCT coefficients across all input channels N :
where ψ u,v is a u, v frequency selective DCT filter of size K × K, * * the 2-dimensional convolution operator and w l n,u,v is learned weight for u, v frequency of the n-th feature. The linear combination of spectral coefficients is implemented via a convolution with 1 × 1 filter that scales and sums the features, see Fig. 1 .
Since the DCT is a linear transformation, backward pass through the transform layer is performed similarly to a backward pass through a convolution layer.
Harmonic block can be considered a special case of depth-separable convolution with predefined spatial filters. The fundamental difference from standard convolutional network is that the optimization algorithm is not searching for filters that extract spatial correlation, rather learns the relative importance of defined feature extractors (DCT filter responses) at multiple layers. 
Impact of Normalization
One of the key properties of the DCT transform is its energy compaction in low-frequency spectrum. It is expected that low frequency selective filters will have higher responses than the ones focusing on high frequencies. This effect can cause the model to focus on the responses of lowfrequency filters and ignore output of some high-frequency filters. The loss of high frequency information throughout the network can be efficiently handled by normalizing spectrum of the input channels. The batch normalization is used to adjusts per frequency mean and variance, prior to the learned linear combination. The spectrum normalization transforms Eq. 2 into:
with parameters µ l n,u,v and σ l n,u,v estimated over the input batch rendering them dependant on the training batch-size.
Harmonic Network Compression
In standard JPEG encoding, block-DCT casts nonoverlapping image blocks into the same number of coefficients as there were pixels in the original representation. The block size determines the receptive field for feature calculation. Block overlap prevents coarse spatial subsampling of features at the cost of increasing the volume of information produced by the transform. This trade-off is modulated by kernel size and stride while performing DCT transform via convolution. This form of subsampling is alternative to max-pooling, which has lower computational cost but discards substantial amounts of information. Response to the zero frequency DCT filter, the so called DC component, is equivalent to scaled average pooling with the same window size and stride as the DCT transform.
DCT transform is widely popular due to its energy compaction properties. The JPEG compression is motivated by Figure 2 : DCT filter bank employed as feature extractor in the harmonic networks. Blue color marks filters used when λ=3, green color filters used to produce features at λ=2. the fact that in human vision the low frequency information is often prioritized over that contained in the high frequencies. Hence, JPEG encoding uses stronger quantization on higher frequency AC coefficients. We employ similar idea in the proposed harmonic network architecture. Specifically, we limit the visual spectrum of harmonic blocks to only several most valuable low frequencies, which results in a reduction of number of parameters and operations required at each block. The coefficients are ordered by their importance for the visual system in triangular patterns starting in the zero frequency at the top-left corner, see Fig. 2 . We limit the spectrum of considered frequencies by hyperparameter λ representing the number of levels of coefficients allowed along the main diagonal direction starting from zero frequency: DC only for λ = 1, 3 coefficients (green) for λ = 2, and 6 coefficients (purple) for λ = 3. Eq. 2 is thus updated to: Fig. 2 illustrates filters used at various levels assuming 3×3 receptive field.
Computational Requirements
Harmonic blocks are designed to learn the same number of parameters as their convolutional counterparts. Requirements for the DCT transform scale linearly with the number of input channels and result in a modest increase to the theoretical number of operations. Standard convolutional layer used in many popular architectures that has N input and M output channels with a kernel size K × K learns N M K 2 parameters and performs N M K 2 AB operations if the filter is applied A and B times in particular directions. Harmonic block with K 2 transformation filters of size K × K upsamples representation to N K 2 features and then learns one weight for each upsampled-output feature pair hence N K 2 M weights. Transform of an A × B feature set costs N K 2 K 2 AB on top of weighted combination N K 2 M AB that matches number of multiply-add operations of K × K convolution. The total number of operations is thus N K 2 AB M + K 2 . The theoretical number of multiply-add operations over the standard convolutional layer increases by a factor of K 2 /M . If we assume truncated spectrum (use of λ) given by P = λ(λ + 1)/2 filters, proportion of operations becomes P/K 2 + P/M . While keeping the number of parameters intact, a harmonic block requires additional memory during training and inference to store transformed feature representation. In our experiments with WRN models (Sec.5.2), the harmonic network trained with full DCT spectrum requires almost 3 times more memory than the baseline and may not fit onto a single GPU. This memory requirement can be eased by limiting the employed DCT spectrum.
Despite the comparable theoretical computational requirements, the run time of harmonic networks is larger compared to the baseline models, see Table 7 below. This effect can be explained by the design of harmonic blocks that replaces a single convolutional layer by a block of 2 sequential convolutions (with harmonic filter and 1×1 convolution). The model also handles larger feature space manipulating with more data. Finally, current hardware GPU accelerators are optimized to perform dense spatial convolutions and implementation of separable convolutions does not reach the full hardware capabilities. Harmonic network have the potential of running faster on dedicated hardware since they require less operations.
Experiments
Small NORB dataset
The small NORB dataset [18] is a synthetic set of binocular images of toys captured under different pose conditions: at 18 different angles, 9 elevations and 6 lighting con- Baseline. The baseline CNN network is selected after an extensive hyper-parameter search. The network consists of 2 convolution layers with 32 5×5 and 64 3×3 filter banks respectively, a fully connected layer with 1024 neurons and a layer with softmax classifier. Filters are applied with stride 2 and features are subsampled by overlapping maxpooling. All hidden layer responses are batch normalized and rectified by ReLU. Moreover, we also use a slightly deeper network with an additional convolutional layer preceding the first pooling. Details of the architectures can be found in Table 1 . The baseline CNNs are trained with stochastic gradient descent for 200 epochs with momentum 0.9. The initial learning rate 0.01 is decreased by factor 10 every 50 epochs. The network is trained with batches of 64 image pairs and each pair is padded with zeros 5 pixels on each side and a random crop of 96×96 pixels is fed to the network. The optimization is regularized by dropout (p=0.5) on the fully connected layer and weight decay of 0.0005. Several versions of harmonic networks are considered, by substituting the first, first two or all three (in case of deeper network) convolution layers by harmonic blocks. Furthermore, the first fully-connected layer can be transformed to a harmonic block taking global DCT transform of the activations. The first harmonic block uses 4×4 DCT filters applied without overlap, the further blocks mimic their convolutional counterparts with 3 × 3 kernels and stride 2. Standard max or average pooling operator is applied between blocks. Using larger input receptive field realized by DCT transform did not provide any notable advantage.
Results. The baseline CNN architecture shows poor generalization performance in early stages of training. The performance on a test set stabilizes only after the third decrease of the learning rate, see Fig. 3 . Baseline CNN achieved mean error 3.48%±0.50 from 20 trials, while CNN utilizing harmonic blocks without explicit normalization of harmonic responses exhibits similar behavior resulting in slightly better final solution 2.40%±0.39. Normalizing DCT responses of input channels at the first block prevents harmonic network from focusing too much on pixel intensity, significantly speeds up generalization, improves performance and stability.
We observe the average pooling to work well in combination with harmonic blocks. Error of 1.14%±0.20 is achieved by a hybrid model with one harmonic block followed by 2 standard convolutional layers using overlapping average pooling between them. A variant with 3 harmonic blocks and the same configuration performs comparably with 1.15%±0.22 error (more results in Table 2 ). The best result was obtained by the model with 3 harmonic blocks replacing the convolutional layers and the fully-connected layer transformed into harmonic block, misclassifying only 1.10%±0.16 of test samples. Turning the fully-connected layer used on spatial activations into the harmonic block provides translation invariance to the model. Table 3 shows that these results surpass all previously reported error rates for this dataset to the best of our knowledge. The capsule network [14] ever estimated under different evaluation protocol, where testing images are resized to 48×48 and prediction for multiple crops of size 32×32 is averaged. The best reported result for a CNN [6] 2.53%±0.40 uses wider CNN architecture and four additional input channels derived from original input via contrast-extractive filters. The best performing model with three harmonic blocks and a global DCT transform of the final spatial feature is selected for designing a compact version of the model with a few modifications. The fully connected layer is reduced to only 32 neurons and the dropout is omitted. The modified network reaches 1.17%±0.20 error and has 131k parameters. The harmonic blocks that extract only frequencies up to the level λ = K, equal to filter size, omit one third of weights for combining responses of 3x3 DCT filters. The network reaches 1.34%±0.21 and needs to store less than 88k parameters. Going even further to learn only weights Table 4 : Generalization errors mean over 10 runs. Harmonic networks achieve lower error under every lighting condition both with and without brightness augmentation.
for frequencies where λ = K − 1 reduces weights count to 3 per 3x3 filter, and totals in less than 45k parameters. This model uses non-overlapping pooling to preserve more of limited high-frequency information. Error of 1.64%±0.22 is achieved on the test set, in contrast with small capsule network [14] with 68k parameters scoring 2.2%.
Spectral representation of input data has a few interesting properties. Average feature intensity is captured into DC coefficient, while other coefficients (AC coefficients) capture signal structure. DCT representation has been successfully used [8] to build illumination invariant representation. This give us strong motivation to test illumination invariance properties of harmonic networks. The dataset is split into 3 parts based on lighting conditions during image capturing: the bright images (conditions 3,5) dark images (conditions 2,4) and images under standard lighting conditions (0,1). The models are trained only on data from one split and tested on images with unseen lighting conditions. The baseline CNN performs poorly in terms of generalization. Using random brightness and contrast (only for dark images) augmentation improves the generalization and sometimes even validation error (on seen lighting conditions), most likely due to the limited amount of training data. Harmonic network as described in the previous paragraphs showed surprisingly poor performance compared to the baseline, even when using spectrum normalization. The model still pays too much attention to the DC component when making a decision. A good generalization performance is obtained when omitting the DC component from features on the input layer. Generalization errors of the best CNN and harmonic network architecture are reported in Table 4 and Table 5 depicts generalization errors of models that have comparable validation errors, measured at different training stages. Even though the average intensity hinders the lighting invariance, it is still important for a competitive performance when training on the whole dataset. Brightness and contrast augmentation make a slight improvement to the generalization of harmonic networks, possibly by increasing the robustness of shape estimation from perturbed AC coefficients. 
CIFAR datasets
The second set of experiments is performed on popular benchmarking datasets of small natural images CIFAR10 and CIFAR100. Images have 3 color channels and resolution 32×32 pixels. Train/test split is 50k images for training and 10k for testing. Images have balanced labeling, 10 classes in CIFAR10 and 100 in CIFAR100. Baseline. For experiments on CIFAR datasets we adopt the Wide Residual Network [40] with 28 layers and width multiplier 10 (WRN-28-10) as a baseline. Both the model design and training procedure are kept unchanged from the original paper. Harmonic WRNs are constructed by replacing convolutional layers by harmonic blocks with the same receptive field, preserving batch normalization and ReLU activations in their original positions after every block. by using much wider residual blocks instead of extended depth. In our work we first investigate whether the WRN results can be improved if trained on spectral information, i.e. when replacing only the first convolutional layer preceding the residual blocks in WRN by a harmonic block with the same receptive field (harm0 WRN). The network learns more useful features if the RGB spectrum is explicitly normalized, surpassing the classification error of the baseline network on both CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets, see Table 7 . We then construct a fully harmonic WRN by replacing all convolutional layers with harmonic blocks, excluding residual shortcut projections. Zagoruyko et al. [40] demonstrated how a dropout used inside a residual block placed between convolutional layers can provide extra regularization when trained on spatial data [40] . This conforms with our findings when training on spectral representations, therefore we adopt dropout between harmonic blocks. The harmonic network outperforms the baseline WRN, providing the performance gains as reported in Table 6 . Analysis of fully harmonic WRN weights learned with 3×3 spectrum revealed that the deeper network layers tend to favour low-frequency information over high frequencies when learning representations. Relative importance of weights corresponding to different frequencies shown in Fig. 4 motivates truncation of high-frequency coefficients for compression purposes. While preserving the input image spectrum intact, we train the harmonic networks on limited spectrum of hidden features for λ=2 and λ=3 using 3 and 6 DCT filters for each feature, respectively. Fully harmonic WRN with λ=3 has approximately 33% less parameters with respect to the baseline, while fully harm WRN with λ=2 is roughly 3 times smaller. To assess the loss of accuracy associated with parameter reduction we train baselines with reduced widths having comparable numbers of parameters: WRN-28-8 and WRN-28-6, see Fig. 5 . Fully harmonic WRN-28-10 with λ=3 has comparable error to the network using the full spectrum and outperforms the larger baseline WRN-28-10, showing almost no loss in discriminatory information. On the other hand fully harmonic WRN-28-10 with λ=2 is better on CIFAR100 and slightly worse on CIFAR10 compared to the similarly sized WRN-28-6. The performance degradation indicates that some of the truncated coefficients carry important discriminatory information. Detailed comparison including computational requirements is reported in Table 7 . Notable increase in training time and memory requirements of harmonic networks is due to reasons described in Section 4.4. Nevertheless, the decrease in the number of operations for compressed harmonic networks can be seen in CPU inference time since CPU is not biased by implementation of parallel operations.
Conclusion
We have presented a novel approach to incorporate spectral information from DCT into CNNs by designing a harmonic architectural block that extracts per-pixel spectral in-formation from input and intermediate features and learns weights to combine this information to form new representations. We empirically validate the use of harmonic blocks by integrating them into the well-established CNN architectures to validate the improvement associated with the proposed CNN block in terms of both classification accuracy and parametric complexity. We also demonstrate illumination invariance properties of networks with harmonic blocks and reduction in model size without degradation in performance by truncation of parameters corresponding to high frequencies of feature visual spectrum. Since by design harmonic networks capture periodicity in spatial domain, these networks are expected to be particularly impactful for tasks such as texture classification.
